Luvbug Studios Wedding Album Contract

Christian Stanley, 10112 NW Thompson RD, Portland, OR 97229
www.luvbugstudios.com

/ 541-954-7655

This document constitutes a binding contract between Christian Stanley and Luvbug Studios (hereafter referred to as
Photographer), and the signee (hereafter referred to as Client) signed at the bottom of this contract.
Images are to be selected by: _______Photographer _______Client
The selection should consist of roughly 50 images per 10 pages in the finished book.
Note: the price will be dictated by a combination of the Client budget, the size of the book, and the number of pages desired.
You can have a large book with few pages and it will cost the same as a small book with a lot of pages.

Approximate Total Budget:
The design should not exceed: (circle one) $500 $1000 $2000 $3000 $4000 $5000
Approximate number of pages: _________ (20 minimum) (#pages x page price = $budget) Primary book size:
___________ (See choices below)
Book Shape: __________ (Square or Rectangle are the only options)

Current album page prices for Coffee Table and Flush Mount are as follows:

Coffee Table Books

Flush Mount Albums

Cover choices listed here are included in the page price listed above.
Cover material choice: _________ Color: __________ Image choice: ___________
1.) Brown or black Leather - no photo
2.) Leather w/inset photo
3.) Brushed Satin Aluminum w/Photo (silver or gold tone) 4.) Silk w/Photo printed on surface
Parent Books identical to Bridal book: Quantity __________ (each is 1/2 the price of the primary book) If you
order two identical books, you get 50 of the mini albums free with your order.
Parent Books with same layout but a different size: prices are 1/2 the cost of a primary album of the desired
size. (Page# x Page$ x .5 = cost per book)
Size: ____________ Quantity: __________ Estimated cost: __________
Any books with a new layout are treated as a separate order.

Luvbug Studios Wedding Album Contract

Design Style: Images will be arranged in a manner similar to that on the Luvbug Studios website unless other
design style requests are clearly stated below.
Terms of Agreement: Client and Photographer agree to make every effort to complete each portion of the album
process as quickly as possible. There is no guaranteed timeline, but Client should be aware of the fact that the
whole album creation process takes months - not days. Delays can be kept to a minimum by returning emails and
completing the edit of rough drafts as quickly as possible.
Deposit: Once the process begins, there will be graphic designers, book binders, and an image printer - all of
whom need to be paid in a timely manner with the completion of each phase. Because of this, Client agrees to
place an advance deposit of at least $1000 at the project start, and larger amounts will be necessary for larger
projects or multiple album sets.
After the initial design is produced, Client will have 30 days to provide a list of all changes that are desired.
Unlimited changes are allowed at this point, but they must be written down as very specific instructions. It is
recommended that you have a spouse or other person proof read your instructions to make sure they are easily
understood.
After the second draft is produced according to the changes you requested from the first draft, you still have the
option to change your mind again and make even more edits, but after this point you will be charged at a rate of
$70 per hour. A lot of changes can be accomplished in an hour. This rate will be added to the total bill before
printing.
Conditions of Termination: If Client fails to produce a reasonable list of requested changes to the first draft
within 30 days of receiving the proofs, (or a reasonable request for extension) then Luvbug Studios is
automatically authorized to make decisions on Client’s behalf, and to approve the first draft design using
Photographer’s best judgement. If Client fails or refuses to produce a reasonable list of requested changes within
a period of 60 days after receiving second draft, then the project will be deemed cancelled, and all deposits will be
used to pay outstanding balances to vendors. Any unused portion of the deposit will be retained by Photographer
as compensation.
If Photographer fails to produce finished albums within 180 days through no fault of Client, then all payments
and deposits shall be returned to Client within 60 days of the date Client requests a termination of this agreement.
If finished albums are lost or destroyed in transit, or otherwise through no fault of either party, Photographer
will attempt to collect on insurance. If that effort fails, both parties agree to split the actual cost of reproducing the
order 50/50.
Main Album Price is: (Page Price) X (Page #) = $__________ Identical Parent
Albums: Qty _______ X 1/2 the Main Album price = $__________ Albums with other
size and same layout: Qty _______ X (quoted price) $_______ = $__________
Deposit Paid with Contract signing $ 1000____ _ Balance due upon acceptance of final
design (before printing) $__________
Client Signature: _______________________________________________________
Date: __________
Photographer Signature: _________________________________________________
Date: __________
Mail to: Christian Stanley, 10112 NW Thompson RD or Fax to: 1-800-503-1849
Write your return fax number here if you want me to send you a signed copy:____________________

